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Warning: The Satan's Outcasts Series will have you on your KNEES!Tough, loyal, and dedicated
to the club, the members of this infamous biker gang put their friends above everything. Locked
in a dangerous conflict with their rival Griller and his Ghosts, the Outcasts are determined to
emerge as top dog. But when each of these hardened bikers discovers the beginnings of love,
they quickly become torn between their duty and a budding romance that threatens to steal their
hearts. Caught in an impossible dilemma between their brothers in the club and girlfriends who
want more, can each of the Outcasts find a way to take down Griller while preventing their only
shot at love from slipping through their fingers? Perfect for fans of fast-paced MC romance
novels with scintillating steam, tons of drama, and action that will keep you on the edge of your
seat, the riveting Satan’s Outcasts series is a sure-fire way to get your emotional fix. Scroll up
and grab your copy now – the Outcasts are waiting…
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then I meet Danielle. I don’t usually hang around women for too long… but she’s different. Little
do I know I’m about to learn something about her that’ll shock me to the core.DanielleI hate my
job at the bar, but it’s the best I can get. I knew I was walking into trouble when I met the Satan’s
Outcasts. Now their rival Griller gives me a mission I can’t refuse. The only problem is, it goes
against everything my heart desires.With two blood-thirsty biker clubs going head-to-head, how
can a relationship survive all-out war? As tensions begin to flare between the Satan’s Outcasts
and their arch-rivals the Ghosts, Tintin and Danielle are given a tough choice to make. Can they
hope to form a relationship with their futures on the line? And what will happen when he
discovers her treacherous secret?Packed with an exhilarating blend of drama and steamy
romance which will keep you on the edge of your seat, the first book in the Satan’s Outcasts
series is an MC romance like no other.Chapter 1: TatsIgot up from the throne that was reserved
for the club presidents after the last of the floor members had left. We had just concluded our
weekly meeting and only the top members were staying behind for a discussion about the more
important matters. I didn’t like to sit on the throne when I could help it. There was always a
feeling that it still belonged to Snake, like the leather was alien to my ass even after two months
of holding the mantle as the leader of the club. I preferred to be on the other end, and there were
times when I wished Snake had chosen a different successor, but he had chosen me, and the
house had agreed − there was no going back.Knives and Hawkins were sat opposite each other
on the couch and I walked over to sit between them. Sarge should be here too, as the Sgt at
Arms of the club, but he was away on business for the club, so we would have to discuss without
him and then pass on what we agreed later.As was always the case, Knives had a blade in his
hands and was turning it slowly. You could see that he was doing it subconsciously. He had done
it so many times that he could afford to put his attention somewhere else and still be able to
continue rolling that blade. There was something about him that kept everyone around him on
guard. He always looked like he couldn’t wait to stick his knife in the gut of anyone who tried to
stir up trouble with him. He was quite a character.I leaned forward in my seat and stared at
Hawkins. He had a thin smile on his lips, and it was easy to tell that he was running through
some fantastic ideas in his mind. He was the brainiest guy in the club and handled the club
books, overseeing all the club’s dealings. Knives was more of a brawny guy, but he as the VP we
had to keep him involved.“How much did you say we need for the guns?” I asked Hawkins. We
needed to get more arms as a matter of urgency. Captain Palmer had been coming at us hard
since Snake left town and it made sense that we were able to defend ourselves. Just as
important was the fact we needed to avenge Bear’s death. There was no way we were going to
allow the Ghosts to get away with that. “Two grand,” Hawkins replied. “We can get that from
the cuts we take from the guys who work at the club.” “Yeah,” I said. “We should have the
money by the weekend, right?”“Yes, Prez,” Hawkins said. I nodded and lifted my eyes to the rows
of framed pictures of the past club presidents. Snake had taken his place beside these guys and
I still wished he was here to lead the way as before, but I had to look beyond that and keep
things running. Snake had been hurt real bad by the attack, more by how Bear’s death affected



him than the shots he took in his body. Maybe the club had failed him, our president should
never have been a soft target for the rivals … “We need to start demanding more for those
bouncer jobs,” Knives said, his tone gruff. “Forty bucks an hour is piss poor for what those guys
do.”He knew this firsthand because he had worked as one of the bouncers before he became
my VP. Now, we sent lower members out there and Knives sometimes went over to monitor
them. “How much do you think is fair?” I asked him. “Maybe sixty bucks. That will help the club
accumulate money faster,” Knives replied. He did not maintain eye contact with me as he spoke,
still playing with his knife. There was something creepy, shifty about him and it seemed to be
getting worse by the day. “I’ll talk to the club owners but there is no guarantee yet,” I said. “We will
estimate based on the old charges.”I was getting bored here. I wanted to go out and enjoy an
evening ride around town. There was nothing I enjoyed more in the evenings than riding around
town on my bike with as many club members were available, letting people know that Satan’s
Outcasts was still a formidable force in town. We had lost our leader, but we were still in good
shape. The Ghost Riders were never going to dominate us.I asked Hawkins if there were
businesses that owed us, and he reeled off a long list off the top of his head. We had a lot of
money due. It was time to enforce payment, we needed all the funds we could get to move the
club forward. “That’s it then,” I said when we had covered all that needed to be discussed. “We’ll
catch up at the next meeting.”Knives eased to his feet quickly as if he had been eagerly waiting
for me to round things up. He pulled his black leather jacket tight around him and took a moment
to slip his knife out of sight before he started towards the door. He muttered his goodbye as he
walked away and had soon left the clubhouse.“That guy has something going on that we don’t
know about,” Hawkins said worriedly when Knives was out of earshot. “Something is eating him
up.”I scratched my head as I thought about what Hawkins had just said. It was true that Knives
was acting strange, but I figured it might have to do with something at his workplace. It was a
matter of time before he returned to the old Knives we all knew. The funny guy who liked his
blades and his bike. “He’ll be fine,” I said. “Maybe I’ll talk to him and see what’s going on.”Or
maybe I would just mind my own business. I had learned over the years that Knives liked to keep
his stuff private. He could be so secretive about certain things that, in his early days at the club, I
had suspected him of being a police mole trying to get intelligence on how we operated, but I
soon realized that no cop would want to be associated with Knives. He was too wild, too
unhinged. The violence turned him on. These were the same qualities that had ruined his
chances of being the club president.“Be careful around him, Prez. I don’t know why but I see
danger when I look at him,” Hawkins said.My lips curled into a smile. Hawkins may be the rebel
who rejected the good life that his family could offer him for a chance to roll with the bad guys,
but he still didn’t think as we did. He was a criminal hothead, but he didn’t have the natural streak
for fights that most of us had. No doubt he was reading too much into Knives’ disposition. There
was no way I would be scared of my VP. I would either talk to him or leave him alone to get
around what was bothering him. It had to be something personal.“It’s nothing to worry about.
He’ll be fine,” I said off-handedly. It was my turn to get to my feet after that. My bike was calling



and I was desperate to heed her call and ride around town. I chuckled at the prospect of running
into Captain Palmer on his supervisory patrol duty. He would glare at me as I rode past him but
there was absolutely nothing he could do in broad daylight because he had nothing on me. It
was clear that he was rolled with Ghost Riders, but he couldn’t reveal that loyalty out on the
streets. All he could do was scowl and hope we did something really bad he could call us in for.
Hawkins got up too and we walked towards the door after double-checking that everywhere was
empty and locked it. The last thing we wanted was an enemy lurking in our clubhouse.“How are
things with Dana?” I asked Hawkins as we neared the exit. “Has she called?”“I haven’t heard
from her,” Hawkins said. “And I don’t mind if we stay that way for now.”I chuckled as I stepped out
of the clubhouse into the garage where we kept our bikes. It was not unusual for a club member
to have a problem with their old lady. The other day it was Grinder, whose girl didn’t like the
girlfriend of another club member. I wasn’t one to get myself involved in this love business. If I
needed a back warmer or a girl to go to bed with, I knew where to find them, but I wasn’t
interested in a fixed relationship. That was something Snake and I never really agreed on. He
had always told me to pick a woman and stick to her, but I enjoyed being with a variety of
women. There was no way I would stay with one girl, not for now at least.I peered at the only girl
that I wanted to stay with − my bike. Only she had my loyalty and love. Nothing else came close. I
walked over to the bike just as Hawkins walked to his. “Where are you headed?” I yelled to him
as I picked up my helmet. “Home.”“We’re going in the same direction,” I told him. We could ride
together until the point then go our separate ways. “Yeah, sounds cool Prez, you gotta catch me
first though” With that we started our beloved bikes and roared down the street laughing our
heads off.Chapter 2: DanielleIwas all sweaty from moving through the cluster of drinkers to
deliver the mugs of beer balanced on my tray to the customers. There were so many people
here and not all of them could stand at the bar to get their drink. There was music blaring from all
corners of the bar, making me grimace as I moved through the crowd that stood between me
and the people whose drinks I was carrying. I hated this job. My brother, Bob, had promised me
something better but so far, he hadn’t made good on his promise. Maybe I had to make a move
myself and see if I could get something on my own. I got this job myself, and if I tried hard I could
find something that wouldn’t drain me every night like this one.I managed to keep the tray
balanced as I forged ahead. It was remarkable the way other girls here moved around so easily
and worked without stressing out. I suppose the difference between us was that I was only doing
this for the money; I would rather be in my room sleeping if I had a choice, but the other girls had
some interest in the job. They knew how to get big tips from the customers and they sometimes
exchanged numbers with them so they could hang out with the men when they were off duty. I
wasn’t interested in any of that. Mr. Stiles, who owned this bar, had complained that I frowned
too much, that I was supposed to loosen up and smile at the people around me. “Nobody wants
to be served by a stone-faced girl who looks like she doesn’t want to be here. You aren’t too new
to be fired,” he had warned me last week. “Either you do this job well or you quit; the choice is
yours to make.”I didn’t think it mattered much that I didn’t smile when I served drinks. The people



were there to drink and have a good time, not to watch a smiling server, but I didn’t say any of
this to Mr. Stile. I had tried to adjust, to not be so rigid around the men, but it was hard. I would
keep trying though. The truth remained that I wasn’t ready to leave here yet. I needed to earn
money to keep my life in Lyford afloat. I lived in a small cottage with three other girls and I had to
pay rent among other things. Since Bob didn’t live in Lyford, I couldn’t always depend on him. I
had to fend for myself, so until I found another way to survive in this town, I would remain here at
Stile’s bar.After I delivered the jugs of beer, I sighed and began to walk back to the bar to handle
more orders. I wondered what alternative job I could find in this town, something that wouldn’t
require me to work night shifts and be around men who got so drunk they told disgusting jokes
and tried to touch me, but I couldn’t think of anything better at the moment. Maybe when I got
back to my room and thought about the situation again, I would be able to come up with a solid
plan. A hand dropped on my shoulder from behind, jolting me. It was true that I was yielding to
Mr. Stiles’ request to loosen up, but being touched by someone I did not know was something I
would never condone. I turned swiftly to look at the person who had touched me. I didn’t know
him. He was a big guy with a funny haircut and a deep mark on his left cheek. My eyes flicked to
the tiny tattoo just under his right eyelid. I was sure I did not know this person. He looked like he
was trouble and the kind of person I did my best to steer clear of. “Danielle, right?”“I don’t know
you,” I said, backing away. I resolved to shout for help if he chose to do anything stupid.“She’s
scared,” the guy said to another guy who was dressed in leather just like him. There was nothing
about the second guy that allayed my rising fears. He had the tiny tattoo close to his eyelid as
well. “You don’t know us, but we know you, okay?” the second guy said to me. “We are your
brother’s brothers.”Brother’s brothers? I was not sure Bob knew anyone like this. I didn’t believe
them. I continued to back away. One of them, the one with the bad hair, tried to hold my arm but I
immediately screamed, “no!” My voice was loud enough to turn a few heads, but they soon lost
interest and returned to their drinks.“Here you go,” the one who had tried to grab me said as he
pulled out a photo from his pocket and showed it to me. It was Bob and him seated side by side
on bikes. “We are both prospects for the Ghosts.”I did not understand what he meant by Ghosts,
but at the sight of the picture I became a little more relaxed. He was right about Bob knowing
him, but that didn’t mean it was safe for me to be around him.“What do you want?” I asked. “We
need your help with something. Can we talk outside?”“No way,” I replied without hesitation. It was
better for us to talk here. I could easily scream for help in case they wanted to kidnap me or
something worse. The fact that one of them had a photograph of him with my brother proved
nothing. They could be old friends turned foes who wanted to get back at him through his sister.
It would be silly to allow myself to be talked into going outside with them.“I’m working,” I replied.
“Besides, I still don’t know who you are. There is nothing about this picture that suggests that I’m
safe alone with you guys. Excuse me, I need to get back to the bar.”“One moment, Danielle,” The
guy said as he placed the picture back in his pocket. “Will it convince you if we put you on a call
with your brother? That will show that he knows us and that we won’t hurt you.”“I’ll call him on my
phone,” I said. I didn’t want to give them a chance to dial a fake number and use some voice-



changing device to make someone else sound like my brother. “Smart girl,” the big guy
remarked. The other guy looked like he was growing impatient, but I was in control at that
moment. It was up to me to decide if I wanted to go outside with them or not.“What’s your
name?” I asked as I dialed my brother’s number.“Tell him Swinger,” he replied.I peered at him,
wondering what kind of name that was. He wasn’t smiling and seemed completely
serious.“Danielle,” Bob slurred as he answered. It sounded like he had been drinking. I had to
strain my ears to understand his words. “What’s up, sister?”“I’m fine,” I told him. “There is this guy
at the bar, Swinger. He says he knows you and he wants to talk to me about
something.”“Swinger? That’s my brother. Is Pyro there too? They always move together. Give the
damned phone to Swinger.”I handed my phone to Swinger and watched keenly as he laughed
over the phone with my brother. There was no foul play here. They really knew Bob.“They are my
brothers. You are safe with them,” Bob declared when Swinger handed me back the
phone. “So?” Swinger said when I hung up the call with Bob.“Yeah, I can talk to you guys,” I said.
I led the way towards the exit. There was a spot just outside the bar that was private enough for
whatever discussion they wanted to have, and it was still close enough to the bar if I needed to
call for help. When we got there, I folded my hands across my white shirt and waited for Swinger
to speak.“Straight to the point now because we have wasted enough time here,” Swinger began.
“We need your help.”I swallowed as I stared at these men with big chests and muscled arms.
What could they possibly want with me? What help could I render to them? There was a part of
me that wondered if Bob looked like these guys now. I hadn’t seen him in a few months. It was
possible that he had ditched his skinniness for a buff frame like these two if that was the
requirement to be prospects for the Ghosts as Swinger had introduced himself earlier.“How can I
help?”“We need you to help us bring down a rival.”I was stunned. It was so direct that I was left
speechless for a moment. I looked at Swinger and saw that he did not expect to hear a no.
Maybe coming out here with them hadn’t been a good idea after all.Chapter 3: TatsAfew weeks
later.I rolled my bike to a halt outside my house and pushed it into the shed that I reserved for my
bikes. I had two choppers and one Harley, but I absolutely loved Shirley. She was my first bike
and I loved her more than anything in my garage or in the boneyard. Once I had placed Shirley
on her stand, I walked out of the shed, locked it, and headed towards the house. My mind was
clouded with many thoughts. Our income in the club had recently taken a hit due to some
sneaky maneuverings by the Ghost Riders. They had managed to put our bouncers out of the
club where they worked by putting up men for three-quarters of the price we used to take. That
had happened just as I was talking to the club owners about increasing our charge. It had been
an obvious decision to switch to our rivals. It was true that we had other means of making money
for the club, but the money our bouncers made at the club was quick and legal. There were other
things that we did that yielded big money, but they were not exactly legal and right now we were
being monitored more than ever by the cops.“Everything is fucked,” I said out loud as I stepped
into the living room. The first thing I looked for when I got inside was a pack of cigarettes. I
needed to take a long drag to calm my nerves. I had to remain in control in the face of this



unsavory situation. I soon got my hands on the pack and I took out a smoke.I paced around the
living room with the cigarette wedged between my lips, thinking about how difficult it was for
Satan’s Outcasts these days. The Ghosts were trying hard to reassert their supremacy over us
and they were doing everything they could to frustrate us. They had the cops on their side, at
least I knew that Captain Palmer worked with them. They wanted to crush us, but we were going
to resist just like we had under Snake. Under my brother, we had been gaining grounds on them,
but now it looked like the Ghosts were trying to destroy all the progress we had made in Snake’s
time.“Griller,” I muttered. He was the number one problem that we had. Just like Snake had been
big on moving the Outcasts to the next level, Griller had been doing the same for his club. Those
two had been driven by wild ambition. They had gone from being friends to bitter foes as they
tried to keep their clubs running. Now Snake was off the scene and I had to continue from where
he left off and try to do better.From the day I became president, I knew that I had to take Griller
off the scene in order to be successful. He had hurt my brother, broken him so bad that he
walked away from his throne, from the biker life and the love of his brothers. I was going to make
fucker Griller pay. He couldn’t be allowed to get away with Bear’s death and damaging Snake. As
I paced around the living room, I began to remember all the good times with Snake. The way we
had celebrated together when I won my club patches, the pride in his eyes after I won a club run
in the early days of my membership. Snake had always been there for the happiest hours of my
life. He had taught me all the rules of the Outcasts and the simple things I needed to do to move
from a hang around to a prospect. He hadn’t been the president back then, just a passionate
member who everyone loved and respected.I breathed out and watched as the smoke swirled in
the air, twisting like a seductive woman trying to lure a man to his death. I walked over to the
window and stared out into the front yard. There was no movement out there. This part of Lyford
was always sleepy, and I loved it that way. It gave me the chance to sit and think of solutions. I
liked to stare into space and focus on nothing in particular. The thoughts in my mind were
monotonous. Kick Griller’s ass! There was nothing I wanted at the moment more than to get my
hands on that bastard.A chuckle escaped my lips as I remembered the days when Griller and
Snake had been pals in high school. They had been really close, even when they grew up, but
their loyalties to different clubs had created enmity between them. Maybe Snake hadn’t gone
hard on Griller because of their previous friendship, but I wasn’t going to do that. I was not
Griller’s friend and there was no reason for me to hold back from destroying him and his shitty
MC if I had a chance.The more I thought about Griller, the angrier I got that I hadn’t been there
for Snake when he needed me the most. He had always been there for me, but I hadn’t been
able to help when he was attacked by the Ghosts. I had only gotten to his side after he was shot
and was already unconscious. Those hours when he had been unconscious, when I wasn’t sure
if he was going to survive or not, had been the worst time of my life. I had been by his side,
struggling not to let the tears flow as I watched my brother battling for his life on the hospital
bed. Feeling the raw anger of being made to go through all that because of the madness of
Griller, I pulled the stub from my lips and stamped it out. I moved to my room and took out a



picture of Griller that I had kept in my room since the day I became head of the Outcasts. There
were pictures of the presidents of other rival clubs, the Great Kickers and the Bulls, in my room
as well. I looked at them often, reminding myself that I wasn’t the only player in this game. Just
as I was trying to put my club to the top spot, ahead of the bigger and stronger Ghosts, other
clubs had their own ambitions. I had told myself never to forget about the competition.As I stared
at Griller’s picture, I saw the hole where I had fired a shot into it. I had been mad at Griller, just
like I was now. There was no question about what I would do to Griller if I had the slightest
chance of hurting him. I pulled out my pistol from under my cut and took aim at Griller’s picture
and I began to fire at it. I pulled the trigger repeatedly until the chamber of my round became
empty, I had not stopped even when the frame had become smashed and it fell to the floor. I was
breathing hard when I dropped my gun, overwhelmed by the sheer hatred that I felt for Griller
and his club. I wanted to kill them all. Every last fucking one of them.I slumped on the bed and
stared at the ceiling, fatigued by the rush of emotions that I had just felt. I had to remain sane in
the face of all the problems that I had to contend with as I led Satan’s Outcasts. I had to make
plans to keep my club ahead of the competition, but before then, we needed to deal with Griller.
To show the other clubs who had similar plans that we were not to be messed with. Griller had to
pay for what he had done.Chapter 4: DanielleSwinger’s words had not stopped ringing in my
head in the day since he and his friend took me outside the bar to talk. I had been scared when
he told me what he wanted me to do and I was still scared now. He had given me his number
and had told me to call him when I was ready, but I hadn’t dialed his number yet. I was scared to
the bones. The last thing I wanted was to be involved in a battle between biker clubs. I sat in the
bar storeroom, waiting for my shift to end so I could go home. Candy was on the night shift today,
not me. I would get to sleep early and wake up refreshed. Stile had employed many pretty girls
like me, working us on shifts and trying to use us to entice more men to the bar. I guess it had
worked because the bar was always rammed, even during the day. In the evening when most
people in Lyford would have finished with their day’s job, Stile’s bar filled with people who
wanted to drink and have fun. There were other bars around, but Mr. Stile had creative ways of
bringing people in. My mind went back to the issue that Swinger had laid at my feet. I had called
Bob to tell him that I wasn’t interested, that I did not want to do it, but I had gotten the most
unexpected answer from him.“You can do it, Danielle,” My brother had said. “These guys will be
watching. They won’t let anything bad happen to you.”“How can you say this?” I had shouted
down the phone at him. “They are putting my life in danger for their own selfish reasons and you
want me to do it.”“There is no danger,” Bob argued. “We are the biggest biker club in town. It’s
wise to be on our side. There is money in it for you, and there is protection even after you have
carried out the mission.”I wished that we had been speaking face-to-face and not on the phone,
then he would have seen how angry I was. I had opened my mouth to speak but hadn’t been
able to form words to counter his argument. How could he be putting my life on the line for the
sake of his club’s vendetta? I began to wonder if Bob actually was my biological brother. He was,
of course. We had the same long dark hair and icy blue eyes, just like our father. Our mother had



left when I was just five and Bob was seven. I still couldn’t wrap my head around why she had left
us with our father. I hadn’t set eyes on her since the day she grabbed her bags and left the house
before pop came back from work. I didn’t know if our father had been abusive to her or if he had
been cheating, I had no answers for why she left us back then. Eighteen years later, I was still in
the dark.When Bob and I were introduced to social media, the first name we searched for was
our mother’s, Winnie Gordon. Not many profiles showed up in our searches and when they did, it
was not our mother’s face we saw.I forced myself out of my dark thoughts about her. Dad had
married another woman; she hadn’t exactly been mean, but the truth was that it had been
difficult to trust and bond with her. “Danielle,” someone called behind me, cutting into my musing.
Without looking, I knew it was Candy, my redheaded friend who was usually on a different shift
than me. I don’t know if Mr. Stile thought we would waste time talking instead of working if we
were on the same shift. If that was his reasoning, then he shouldn’t have bothered because I
hated idling about when I was on duty.“Hi, Candy,” I replied. “You came in quite early
today.”“Nothing impresses old man Stile like punctuality,” Candy said. Being punctual and
flaunting every inch of your body to get customers, I thought. I wondered why everyone called
Mr. Stile old man Stile or Old Stile when the man was not that old. There had to be a story behind
it that I did not know yet.“Yeah, you’re right,” I said. Now that Candy was here, it was time for me
to prepare to leave. My heart began to beat faster as I thought of those guys, Swinger and Pyro,
coming at me and asking why I hadn’t got back to them. I knew I should feel safe that my brother
knew them, and they could not hurt me, but that feeling was not there at all. All I felt was fear, the
fear of being forced to do something dangerous. I had thought about reporting to the cops, but I
worried about Bob being implicated and ending up behind bars. I would hate myself if that
happened to him. Yes, he was a big idiot for telling me to do what the guys wanted, but I still
didn’t want him to get into trouble with cops.I walked out of the storeroom and saw that the bar
was still crowded. There was a back door for staff to exit without having to push past the
customers to the front door, that’s where I’d head. I hoped I wouldn’t see Swinger and Pyro
before I found a taxi to take me home. Jeff, the bartender, saw me walking towards the back door
and winked at me. He was one of the male employees who had eyes for me. I didn’t like any of
them though. Workplace romance was not for me. I liked to have my space in a relationship and
it just wasn’t possible when your man was in your face every single minute. “I don’t mind,
though,” Candy had said when she brought up the fact that Harry, Mr. Stile’s nephew, who
worked on the business accounts, liked me. “And Harry is pretty cool. He has that nerdy but
handsome look, and he is a cool guy to hang out with.”“Why don’t you go out with him instead
then? You seem to like him, and I caught him staring at your ass the other day.”“He hasn’t asked
me,” Candy had said, giggling.I sighed as my mind went back to the Ghosts in training who were
probably waiting for me somewhere outside. I tried not to think too much about them, but it was
impossible to clear my mind. I breezed past Jeff as if he wasn’t there while scanning the bar for
any appearance of Swinger or Pyro. If I couldn’t see them in here, it meant that I was safe to go
outside.There was no sign of them in the bar. My heart began to beat faster. Could I trust that



they wouldn’t hurt me?“Should have reported to the cops,” I breathed as I braced myself for any
eventuality. I was close to the back door when my eyes were drawn by the arrival of three people.
They were big guys with tattoos on their chests that were revealed by their unbuttoned shirts.
The dude in the middle stood out. He had shiny black hair with a dark ginger beard. He was the
one in the picture that Swinger had shown to me. This was the man I had been told to watch and
to try to get close to. He was the target that they wanted to bring down.My heart constricted as
the eyes of the man strayed to where I was until we were staring at each other. For a moment, I
worried that he knew I had been contacted by his enemies to bring him down, maybe a spy had
been listening to my conversation with Swinger and Pyro and told him. But he smiled for the
moment that we looked at each other and then looked away. There was nothing unnatural in the
way he had looked at me. Either he did not know me, or he was a damned fine actor.Seeing that
he wasn’t taking any further interest in me, I was able to breathe easy again and I went through
the door. After the tiny spell of fear that I had just experienced, I felt a little bit more assured in the
anticipation of Swinger and his friend’s approach. If they were waiting for me on the other side of
the door, I would simply tell them that I was working on a plan to get the man. They had attached
his name to the picture that they gave me, but I had not bothered to check. Now, I whipped the
photograph out of my bag and stared at it. Tats.I mumbled the name of to myself again,
wondering where I had heard it before. It sounded familiar but distant, like something I had come
across in my childhood. I doubted that it was the man’s real name. It must be his biker name, and
I could not help thinking what an odd choice it was. As I looked around for Swinger, I wondered
what Bob’s biker name would be. I felt a surge of relief when I didn’t see the two men I had been
so worried about. Now I had to get out of here as quickly as possible. I looked out for a taxi while
I tried to guess Bob’s club name.Chapter 5: TatsIsat on my bike trailing a number of my brothers
as we cruised at the same speed as the big white Chevrolet in the center of the ring of bikes. In
the car was Jack Brady, a big baseball star who was visiting his father. The elder Brady had
refused to move to LA where his son was making waves with his team, preferring to stay in the
small town where he had grown up and where he had raised Jack.One of our contacts had
reached out to me to say that Jack wanted bodyguards for his visit to Lyford. I didn’t think it was
necessary for Jack Brady to move around with our protection. Lyford was a relatively safe place
when we one percenters were not busy stirring up trouble with each other, but I hadn’t told
Carlos what I thought.“We are available as always,” I had said, smiling. I was glad that our man
had gotten wind of this ahead of the Ghosts. Brady was going to pay well, and it would
strengthen our accounts ahead of our next big deal.“How much are you taking?” Carlos had
asked in his Hispanic accent. “Other clubs are interested, and we might lose this if we don’t give
a fair price.”Our man had agreed on a price with Brady’s representative and we were carrying out
our duties. It had been an uneventful ride so far. Jack Brady’s car had driven through the streets
of Lyford and we were soon at his father’s big house at the eastern end of the town. Nothing
serious had happened which lent credence to my initial thought of Brady not needing a
bodyguard around here. The only people who needed that in this town were people who had got



on the wrong side of one of the MC’s, then it made sense for them to go to the rival clubs for
help, as was the case with Rich Morgan who had stolen from us and gone to the Ghosts for
help.If I had not been present on this escort duty and had stayed back in the clubhouse to
monitor the clubhouse, I would probably have worried about something happening. Now that I
was here, I could see how effortless it was. We were basically being paid to do what we loved to
do best and what we did every day for nothing. Riding our bikes while keeping our eyes out for
enemies was no big deal to us. I felt an itch on my scalp, but I couldn’t touch it because I had my
hands on the wings of my chopper and my helmet on. That itch was from a deep cut that I had
gotten in a serious fight some years back. It had had to be stitched up and sometimes the spot
felt itchy. I wasn’t sure if that was normal, maybe I would ask Dr. Harold the next time I passed
the hospital.At the moment, we were getting closer to Mr. Brady’s house and I began to think of
how we were closer to earning more money for the ammo we needed to face off with the Ghosts.
I looked forward to the day when we would battle it out with them. I would make sure Griller did
not get out of that battle alive. That was a promise I had made to myself over and over again, and
I was not tired of thinking about it.BANG! BANG!The explosion rocked my body, threatening to
throw me off my girl, but I held on, barely. I could see two of our men falling down ahead of
Brady’s car. One of them rolled out of the way to avoid being hit, but for the other, I could not see
him well from where I was struggling to maintain balance on my own bike. Chunks of the asphalt
had been broken by the blast and one bike was on fire, but we were not in big trouble yet from
what I could see. I reached under my belt and drew my .9mm pistol. It fit snugly against my palm
as I curled my finger around the trigger and released a shot towards the bush I thought the
explosive had been launched from. Two other Outcasts followed my lead, pumping shots in the
same direction I had targeted earlier. If there was anybody hiding behind that bush, then it would
not be long before our bullets got him. The more we fired the more I was convinced we were safe
from another attack. Before long, we were able to resume our journey at the normal speed.
Nobody was seriously hurt and the guy I feared had been run over by Brady’s car had rolled out
of the way just in time. Axe, the dude who had lost his bike, rode pillion with another biker and we
went on as if nothing had happened. I hoped that the little hitch would not affect Mr. Brady’s
confidence in us. I had no doubts about who was responsible for the little attack. It had to be that
dirty fucker Griller, of course. The man was giving me more and more reason to hate his guts
with every passing day. Someday, and it would not be far from now, I would fire a shot and rip his
gut open while I look him in the eye.I was not sure what to expect from Jack Brady when we
finally got to his father’s house. Maybe an outburst about the little hiccup on the way or a
commendation for handling the situation so deftly. He did neither when he got out of his car after
our arrival at the front yard of his father’s house. He simply walked through the formation of us
and our bikes and went inside the house. Jaws and Red went to stand guard by the door. The
rest of us waited on our bikes. Some of the men began to share jokes about what had happened.
Axe couldn’t laugh because he had lost his first lady in the little incident. I knew that most of the
other men were pissed at the Ghosts for trying to ruin our gig, but it was the nature of these guys



to joke about the things that hurt them. I pulled at my beard. We had engaged with Brady on a
per hour basis, so we didn’t mind if he took all day in there. We would be duly compensated. He
dared not to attempt to dispute the price with us or we might make him suffer for the attack the
Ghosts had just launched on us. As I sat on my bike with my helmet on my lap, I thought of
Snake and where he was at the moment. We had spoken on phone a few days back, and he
sounded like he was getting back to his old spirits. I had been tempted to raise the subject of him
returning so we could fight Griller together, but I thought the better of it and decided to stay quiet.
If Snake wanted to come back, it would be on his own terms. For now, I had to forget about
Snake, and focus on leading the club as best as I could.Chapter 6: DanielleIhad agreed to work
with Swinger for a very odd reason. I knew it was a crazy thing to do, but I was gripped with an
irrepressible curiosity to get closer to the mysterious Tintin and find out what kind of person he
was. I was fascinated by his outlook, the ruggedly attractive facial features and all-black outfit,
but what really drove me closer to him were the things unseen but perceived. He had an air of
importance around him.I had casually asked Candy about Tats the night I agreed to get on
Swinger’s team. She didn’t have much to say other than he had approached her for a night
together before, but she hadn’t agreed because she was already booked with someone else.“He
didn’t come back after that,” Candy said. “There are times I wish I had been free that night. He
looks like someone who has a lot of passion to give. Don’t you think so?”I wasn’t mad that Tats
had wanted to take Candy to bed before. I was not working here at the time, and it wasn’t
unthinkable that a man like this would go after pretty women. Most of the girls here had flings
with customers anyway. What irked me a little was that she seemed to like him. I was glad he
hadn’t approached Candy a second time.“He looks alright,” I had replied off-handedly.Candy
gave me a little bit more info about him. She mentioned that he had become president of the
Satan’s Outcasts after his brother stepped down from the position. She talked about Tats’
brother, and the way she spoke glowingly about him, I began to wonder if Candy had designs on
that man too. Candy was such a character you couldn’t tell what she was up to when it came to
men, she seemed to have eyes for a good number of them around here.It was easy to get info
from Candy once you bought her a drink, making her tongue even looser than usual. She told
me what she knew about Tats without holding back. By the time I left the bar that day, I knew
more about Tats than Swinger had told me in the briefing. I remember trying to find the
connection between Tats’ road name and his real name, Julian Reeves. There seemed to be
nothing … “We are here,” Swinger announced as he pulled the bike to a halt just outside what
looked like an old warehouse.All the fear that I had managed to push down when I agreed to
work with Swinger came rushing back once he told me we had arrived at our destination. He had
told me earlier that he was taking me to see his president, Griller, but I hadn’t thought much
about it at that time. Now, my heart began to pound. I was not sure if these people could protect
me as they had promised and I really wasn’t sure about their intentions. The realization that Bob
was non-existent on the ladder of authority at Ghost Riders made it even scarier. These guys
could do whatever they liked with me and Bob wouldn’t be able to do a thing to them because he



wasn’t even a full member yet. He was just a prospect, still trying to win his full patches. He had
no say in what happened at the club and would never go against the president, even if he did
something bad to me. “Come on,” Swinger said, holding me lightly by the arm. His grip was loose
enough not to be painful but firm enough to stop me from running away.I bit back a groan and
followed him towards the entrance of the warehouse. As we got close, Swinger led me away
from what I thought was the entrance door and took me down along the length of the warehouse
until we reached another door with two men standing guard outside.Swinger greeted the bikers
at the door and took me inside. The smell of liquor that wafted into my nose reminded me of
Stile’s bar. I followed Swinger to a long passageway lined with paintings of bikes and Ghosts
surrounded by busty women. I became aware that I was similar to many of the women depicted
on the wall. What if this Griller said he wanted me to be his woman? You haven’t even seen him
yet, I rebuked myself. Maybe all he wanted was for me to bring down Tats as Swinger had
maintained throughout our meetings. Swinger led me into a wide room off the
passageway, and I saw five men who wore cuts over black jackets. They were drinking, smoking,
and laughing. The smoke was choking but I was exposed to worse at Stile’s bar. I was able to
manage to breathe without coughing.“This is the girl, Prez,” Swinger said as he stepped away
from me, allowing the other men to check me out properly. I felt five pairs of eyes scrutinizing me
as if I was merchandise they were inspecting for purchase. I felt repulsed by the lustful looks on
the faces of these men. Had Swinger brought me here for something different than
agreed? “Bring her closer,” Griller said. He took out the stub of a cigarette hanging between his
lips.I wanted to resist being taken forward, but I thought it would not matter. No amount of
resistance would stop them from assaulting me if they wanted to. I was trembling as Swinger
took me closer to Griller. He had a skull tattoo on his forehead and on either side of his face. He
was balding and had a thick black beard. When he asked Swinger to bring me nearer, I saw the
glint of a gold front tooth. “Sit here,” Griller said, patting his lap. I hesitated for a moment, looking
at Swinger as if I expected him to speak. Swinger made a slight movement with his head,
indicating that I should do as I was instructed. I sat carefully on Griller’s lap, trying to avoid
contact with his dick.“She’s got it,” Griller told the other men, and they all burst into laughter. I
didn’t understand what was going on but I kept my lips sealed and waited for what was to come. I
was burning with anger at Bob for asking me to work with these obnoxious men. How could
he?“Get up,” Griller ordered in his husky voice. I scrambled to my feet and tried to hurry back to
stand beside Swinger, but Griller slapped me on the butt before I could do that. I shuddered with
rage at what he had just done. If I had a pistol somewhere under my blouse, I would not have
hesitated to pull it out and shoot Griller in the face. I already hated him that much.He might have
thought I didn’t mind fucking men who came to the bar like most of the other girls who came to
the club, that I was a fucking whore, but he was wrong. He had no right to touch me like that
… “Can you hear me?” He growled.Apparently, he had been speaking while I had been
seething, not paying attention to what he was saying. “I … I didn’t catch … ” I stuttered.“Are you
ready to work with me?” Griller said, getting to his feet. “Be careful, girl. I don’t like repeating my



words.’“Yes, I am ready,” I replied, trying to sound confident. I could already imagine myself
giving all of the information Griller and his men had given me to Tats. I was going to work against
Griller until his empire was ruined.Do you know if Tats is any better? I asked myself. It was
possible that all bikers were the same, including my brother, Bob. I would try Tats out and see if I
could use him to punish Griller. “That’s good,” Griller said, then he pulled a couple of $20 notes
from his pocket and handed them to me. “That is for accepting to work with us. You will get more
when you complete the work to our satisfaction.” I slipped the money in my pocket without
counting it. My interest was now in meeting Tats and telling him any of Griller’s secrets that I
would discover in the coming days. I was relieved when Griller told his men to take me away from
there. I had anticipated the worst, a situation where the president and his chiefs would insist on
more from me. Thankfully, that had not happened. I hoped Tats would be a better man than
Griller had shown himself to be.Chapter 7: TatsSarge and I were riding our bikes to the prison in
the town next to Lyford, Westfield. The town was bigger and had a lot more people than our
town. One remarkable thing about Westfield was that there was a high concentration of Ghost
Riders there, while we were yet to gain a footing in the town. The emergence of Ghost Riders
was due to a bad run in with the Lyford cops over the murder of a girl who had turned down the
advances of a top-ranking Ghost. The cops had gone hard on them and most of them had left
Lyford, moving to Westfield and staying low. Sarge and I did not mind that there was a huge
Ghost presence in the town we were riding through; we proudly flew our Outcasts colors.
Nothing was going to make me hide my patch, not even the possibility of clashing with Ghosts.I
had observed in my previous visits to this town that the cops had good control of most of the
areas, and they weren’t biased unlike the ones in Lyford, under that fat gut cop, Captain Palmer.
Sarge and I have been going to the prison in Westfield for months and we have never faced
hostilities from Ghosts. We were always prepared though. You couldn’t tell when they would
decide that they had seen enough of us entering and leaving the town as we liked and would
decide to come at us with full force. Sarge and I parked our bikes in the parking lot in front of
the prison gates. I saw a familiar-looking guard at the gate, and we were allowed in with a group
of other visitors. Sarge was making that movement with his fingers again. He kept curling his
fingers repeatedly as if he were firing a gun. He did it whenever he was absorbed in thoughts.
Sarge was quite a character, almost as interesting as Knives. Like Knives, he was a man who
liked to maim and kill. He had been in the Seals and was renowned for being trigger happy. Now,
he was messed up in the head from all the killing he had done. There were times when he would
take off the chain he wore around his neck and begin to count the tiny loops. He didn’t enjoy
killing that much anymore, but he wouldn’t hesitate to gun down an enemy in a fight. He was an
exceptionally good marksman, and he was good with his fists, too. Perhaps only I and Boxer, our
MMA prizefighter, could match him in terms of physical strength.An hour later Sarge and I were
in the visiting room, waiting for Gunner to emerge from the door where prisoners appeared from.
We had been searched by the wardens who took our weapons and secured them in boxes
before allowing us to go inside. I looked at a young woman who had come with a baby to visit her



guy behind bars and wondered what their story was.“Tats,” Gunner said into the phone when he
saw Sarge and I waiting on the other side of the glass. “Sorry, you are president now.”We both
laughed. He was yet to get used to my new position. He had been in prison even before Snake
turned president and he wouldn’t be out for a few more years. Who knows what would have
happened by then? Sarge got on the phone and they began to talk. Both of them had served
time in this prison and they had been cellmates for a time. That was how Sarge first heard about
Satan’s Outcasts. Gunner had given him tips on how to win his colors and had sent a message
to the president of that time that Sarge would be a great addition to the club because he loved
bikes as much as he loved guns.I watched the pair as they caught up, with Sarge filling Gunner
in on what had been going on outside since we last visited, and Gunner giving a similar
summary of things going on within the walls of the prison. My eyes drifted back to a young
couple, who were having a truly emotional meeting. They were both crying over the phone and
the baby was reaching for the glass as if it wanted to push through it to meet its father.Sarge
handed me the receiver when he had spent enough time talking to Gunner. “Prez, how’s the club
business?” he asked.“We’re doing alright,” I replied. “Do you get the special packages we send
to you through the wardens?”“Yes, these guys can be mean and all of that, but they don’t steal. I
get everything,” Gunner said. I told him how much I wished he was with us so we could kick the
Ghosts’ asses together, and he grinned. He knew it too; we would have to do it without him. This
visit to Gunner had made me more fired up for our fight with the Ghosts. Next time we came to
see him I wanted to be able to tell him that we had gotten our pound of flesh. After a few more
minutes of chatting, the guard announced that our time was up, that there were other visitors
waiting. The only reason we had been allowed to stay this long was because we gave generous
bribes to the wardens. Sarge and I waved goodbye to Gunner and that was it. We walked out of
the waiting room and retrieved our things from the wardens. In next to no time, we had mounted
our bikes and were speeding back to Lyford. The journey back to our town was problem free,
nothing from the cops or from the Ghost Riders. As I drove my lady down the highway that led
back to Lyford, I began to imagine if I could take life as simply as Gunner did while in prison.
Sarge had often spoken about how he and Gunner had almost everything except freedom in
there, but that was the point of imprisonment, taking away your freedom. 
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